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Release Notes for Patch Release#2265

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.4.2-rev39
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.4.2-rev28

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2236.
35021 Too may INFO logs generated by OX server RequestWatcherService on crosscheck
scriptThere are some calls that are known as long running and those should not be tracked by the re-quest watcher as long running is a little bit desired. For this we introduced the possibility to defineUSM calls (identified by path) within the requestwatcher.properties file that will be ignored by theRequestWatcher: SCR 2249.
35073 NPE while parsing Mail with MS-TNEF AttachmentMail sent with an empty subject was not considered in mail processing (for that case).This has been fixed by handling empty subject within mail processing.
35148 Taskwatcher does not honor long running EAS RequestsSync commands have not been handled as long running by the RequestWatcher.Solution: There are some calls that are known as long running and should not be tracked by the re-quest watcher. For this we introduced the possibility to define EAS commands(’com.openexchange.requestwatcher.eas.ignore.cmd’within the requestwatcher.properties file) thatwill be ignored by the RequestWatcher: SCR 2250.
35234 Language change works only after 2nd loginCompletion of concurrent config tree modification was not awaited, but config-cascade JSlob prop-erties were already examined leading to fill up the cache with stale user data. And Modificationsto JSlob were held too long in associated cache and there was no trigger to flush its content todatabase in case a logout is performed.Solutions: Await concurrent config tree modification completion prior to examine config-cascadeJSlob properties. And more aggressive flushing from cache to database, especially when a logout isperformed.
35285 Contact image does not show up immediately when setMissing api-update event when picture upload is ready.This has been fixed by adding this missing api-update event.
35359 Module mail, action all ignores limit parameter if unseen is givenAll messages from a mailbox are retrieved to apply a filter to returned result set.This has been fixed by filtering the messages through constructing an appropriate search term.Thus the utilizedMAL implementation is able to serve that call according to its capabilities/possibilities.

3 Changes relevant for Administrators
3.1 Changes of Configuration Files
Change #2249 Property for ignoring USM requests to be tracked by the RequestWatcherAdded the following property to ’requestwatcher.properties’ file to be able to define a set of callsthat should be ignored by the RequestWatcher:# Define a comma separated list of USM paths that will be ignored by the# request watcher. Hint: each path has to start with a ’/’
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# Default value: syncUpdatecom.openexchange.requestwatcher.usm.ignore.path=/syncUpdate
Change #2250 Property for ignoring EAS requests to be tracked by the RequestWatcher# Define a comma separated list of EAS commands that will be ignored by the# request watcher.# Default value: sync, pingcom.openexchange.requestwatcher.eas.ignore.cmd=sync, ping

4 Tests
Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QAlab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to astaging or production environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs
35021, 35073, 35148, 35234, 35285, 35359,
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